Takeuchi tl130 wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of takeuchi tl wiring schematic. A wiring diagram is a simplified
conventional pictorial depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the components of the circuit as
streamlined shapes, and the power and signal connections in between the devices. A wiring
diagram typically gives information about the relative placement and plan of devices as well as
terminals on the devices, to assist in structure or servicing the tool. A photographic
representation would show more information of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring
diagram makes use of an extra symbolic notation to highlight interconnections over physical
look. A wiring diagram is usually made use of to troubleshoot troubles and also to make certain
that all the links have actually been made and that every little thing is present. Collection of
takeuchi tl wiring schematic. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer
by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is an easy graph of the physical connections as
well as physical layout of an electrical system or circuit. It reveals just how the electric cords
are interconnected as well as can additionally show where components as well as elements
could be attached to the system. Use circuitry representations to aid in structure or producing
the circuit or electronic tool. They are likewise helpful for making fixings. DIY fanatics utilize
circuitry representations however they are also typical in residence building and automobile
repair work. A home builder will certainly want to validate the physical place of electric outlets
and light components utilizing a wiring diagram to avoid pricey errors and also constructing
code offenses. A schematic reveals the strategy as well as function for an electric circuit, yet is
not worried about the physical layout of the cords. Electrical wiring representations
demonstrate how the cables are attached and where they must found in the actual device, in
addition to the physical links between all the components. Unlike a pictorial representation, a
wiring diagram utilizes abstract or streamlined shapes and lines to reveal elements. Pictorial
diagrams are commonly pictures with labels or highly-detailed illustrations of the physical
elements. If a line touching another line has a black dot, it indicates the lines are connected.
Many symbols used on a wiring diagram resemble abstract versions of the real items they stand
for. A button will certainly be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the wire, much like a
light button you could turn on as well as off. A resistor will be represented with a series of
squiggles symbolizing the limitation of existing flow. An antenna is a straight line with three
small lines branching off at its end, similar to an actual antenna. Takeuchi tl wiring diagram gm
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Diagram. Wiring Diagram For Fog Lights. Megajolt E Wiring Diagram. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Please follow the following instructions. Page 3 Symbol
Page Rev. Symbol Page Rev. Page 4 FOREWORD This manual is intended for persons who
engage in maintenance operations, and explains procedures for disassembly and reassembly of
the machine, check and maintenance procedures, maintenance reference values,
troubleshooting and outline specifications, etc. Please use this manual as a reference in service
activities to improve maintenance techniques. Further, please be advised that items contained
in this manual are subject to change without notice due to design modifications, etc. Bleed the
air from the cylinders. With the engine running at slow, extend and contract the cylinders 4 or 5
times. DO NOT extend them completely. Page 6 I. Page 7 I. Be Alert! Your Safety Is Involved. The
message that follows the symbol contains important information about safety. Read and
understand the message to avoid personal injury or death. If located and understand how to use
them. They may burst. Please contact a Takeuchi sales or service agent. Pressure can be
maintained in the hydraulic circuit Be careful with grease under pressure long after the engine
has been shut down. Page 14 Have a Takeuchi service agent repair welding cracks or other
damage Ask a Takeuchi service agent to repair any welding problems which are detected. If not
feasible, make sure the welding is done by a qualified person in a properly equipped workplace.
Clean the machine before disassembly operation. Make sure that the temperature of the
hydraulic oil has dropped. Before disassembly, check the machine condi- tions and record
them. Clean the grooves for O-rings and if there is any 1. When hydraulic hoses are installed,

tighten them burr, etc. Page 20 II. Lift Arm Arm Cylinder 2. Control Valve Travel Motor 3.
Hydraulic Tank Track Roller 4. Canopy Crawler Belt 5. Safety Bar Idler 6. Print page 1 Print
document 28 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Discussion in ' Skid Steers ' started by Chuck ,
Jun 27, Log in or Sign up. Heavy Equipment Forums. Thank you for visiting
HeavyEquipmentForums. Our objective is to provide industry professionals a place to gather to
exchange questions, answers and ideas. We welcome you to register using the "Register" icon
at the top of the page. We'd appreciate any help you can offer in spreading the word of our new
site. The more members that join, the bigger resource for all to enjoy. Thank you! Thank you for
joining Heavy Equipment Forums! If you are new to forums we communicate with "Threads",
please search our threads to see if your topic may have already been answered and if not then
click "Post New Thread" in the appropriate forum. This will allow all of our members to see your
question and give you the best chance to be answered. After you've made a number of posts
you will graduate to Full Member status where you'll see a few more privileges. Following these
guidelines will help make this the best resource for heavy equipment on the net. Thanks for
joining us and I hope you enjoy your stay!! Welcome to HeavyEquipmentForums. Also, anyone
with experiance with the shut down safety stuff that can explain how the oil pressure, water
temp and coolant level switches all interact would be very helplfull. Chuck , Jun 27, What is
wrong with the machine? I can send you the Parts manual and service manual PDF to an email
address. PeterG , Jun 28, Also the 2 speed has stopped working. Chuck , Jun 28, Joined: Sep
23, Messages: 1 Location: asheville. Is there any way you could send me the manuals. Grif84
gmail. I am having an issue with the tilt on my bucket dropping but the lift stays up. This issue
started overnight. Mxkev gmail. Mxkev , Nov 28, Joined: Mar 29, Messages: 1, Occupation: road
mechanic owner Location: new jersey. Joined: Feb 16, Messages: 1 Location: Ky. What was
your solution? The same thing is happening to me. Sometimes it was start right back up,
sometimes I have to let it sit for a while Joined: Feb 24, Messages: 6 Location: Johnston ri.
Does anyone have a wiring diagram for a Takeuchi tl Need your email address, then I can send
service manual. That might help. PeterG , Mar 17, I lost my float had a few broken wires I
repaired them I just want to trace everything to figure out why it will not work my email is angp
gmail. As an aside, the water level sensor is typically my issue. Located in the bottom radiator
hose, simply unplug it, and connect the chassis side to earth. My TL machines definitely have it
in the bottom hose. Dependent on your serial number, it will be in either hose. I circled them.
You'll only have one or the other. Also, my Takeuchis all have had cold solder joints on several
of the relays. The ones in question are actually three relays in one, and have multiple
connections in the same housing. The ones with a screw thru the bottom have never been an
issue. Even replacement relays have the same malady, so, I stopped buying them. Just resolder
the cracked joints within them, and it'll never happen again. Intermittent shutdown or pilot
disable are the most common symptoms. Joined: Jun 28, Messages: 3 Location: lebanon in.
Joined: Sep 10, Messages: 11 Location: Oklahoma. CFry , Sep 10, You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? My
Takeuchi bobcat will not crank. Caveat â€” the methods outlined here are for information only;
are not recommendations; can result in personal injury or death; and I assume no responsibility
for any content on this website. Step 1 â€” test the battery â€” see my testing procedures in my
post dated February 1, My starting point is to study the wiring diagram, which I downloaded
from the internet I also have a workshop manual. To stop the engine you turn it anticlockwise to
the off position. For background I mention that a gasoline engine needs spark plugs to ignite
the gas vapor in the cylinder, a diesel engine does not use spark plugs and the diesel vapor
ignites when it is compressed in the cylinder. My Takeuchi has a diesel engine. So the only
things to be checked should be the wiring from the positive battery terminal to the starter motor
a thick cable , and the wire from the positive battery terminal to the starter switch and then to
the starter solenoid. And of course the wire ground strap from the negative battery terminal to
the engine block. Sounds relatively simple. But the wiring diagram did not look simple- lots of
wires and components. The wires usually have 2 colors â€” a base color and also a line or
stripe on the base color. I located the battery on the wiring diagram and saw it connected to the
starter with a 30 csa black wire. A 30 csa wire is pretty thick â€” a Then I saw there was a 3 csa
red wire 2. Here I was confused â€” why was the starter switch connected directly to the
battery? The starter switch initiates cranking by supplying current to the starter solenoid. I
thought about it awhile and then it clicked â€” the starter switch was receiving current from the
starter terminal and then, to crank the starter it was sending current to the starter solenoid. Now
it seemed obvious. So maybe the fusible link was defective or maybe the starter switch was
bad. It took some time to check these were ok, especially tiresome opening up the controller

cover with the cab in a vertical position since it was pulled forward to get at the underside of the
starter switch. And, with hindsight, really unnecessary. Now I know that the starter switch
receives its power through the fusible link and the fuel gauge receives its power from the starter
switch, then if the fuel gauge, or water gauge moves when switch is in on position it means the
fusible link and related wiring are ok. I also wasted time checking the fuses in the fuse box.
These fuses have nothing to do with cranking the engine, as the following discussion and
diagrams show. I focused on the wire from the battery and saw it was directly connected to
some other components as well. With care, since these were live terminals even though the key
was in off position, I could have checked with voltmeter there was voltage at the safety relay
and the alternator. Individual wires disappear into bundles of wires and then emerge. But the
wires in my Takeuchi are old, discolored and faded. A voltmeter has 2 probes and when the
continuity check position is selected it buzzes when probes touch each other or a continuous
circuit. So touch a probe to one end of a wire and the other probe to the other end and if the
buzzer sounds you have a circuit. Before I began tracing I disconnected both battery terminal
clamps â€” I did not want to short a wire and damage components and myself. So my objective
was to trace the wire attached to the starter solenoid back to the starter switch. It is 3 csa and
color code is BY black base, yellow line. I located the wire at the solenoid it was yellow! I looked
around and found a similar csa similar color wire emerge and head to the engine block where it
was secured to a metal flange. I tested to see if the solenoid wire connection point was
continuous with the metal flange. It was. On a hunch I tested whether the metal flange was
continuous with the engine block. This confused me â€” no way should the solenoid wire be
grounded to the engine block. I concocted an explanation which was the solenoid wire went to
the safety relay as shown on the diagram and the safety relay had a ground connection also
shown and the relay I assumed had 2 positions, one for on and one for off and in the off
position it connected to ground. Therefore I assumed the 2 wires were not directly connected
but both went to the relay. Now to find the relay. A parts schematic downloaded from internet
showed it was in the vicinity of the wires I was working with and I found it easily. I located the
yellow wire from the starter solenoid disconnected it from the relay switch and tested it was
continuous to the starter solenoid. But it was also continuous with ground? My previous theory
was blown, since when disconnected from the relay it should not be continuous with ground.
So I disconnected the yellow wire from the solenoid switch. The loose end at the solenoid
tested continuous with the loose end at the relay and was not connected to ground. This was a
single wire behaving as it should. And a lesson â€” when doing continuity checks disconnect
the ends of the wire from any components. On closer examination, the wire to the engine block
was white, not yellow and had nothing to do with the safety relay. A red herring. I was beginning
to feel confident again. At the safety relay is a 3csa RW red base white line wire which is
carrying 12v unswitched i. Good, as per diagram above. So the way this relay works is a live
wire from the starter switch is connected to the relay and when the key is turned to the start
position a wire from the starter switch carries a current to the relay and this connects the
powered 3csa RW wire to the 3csa yellow wire which then carries the current to the starter
solenoid. The solenoid connects the 30B wire from the battery to the starter motor and the
engine cranks. The wiring diagram indicates the wire from the starter switch should be 1. I
found this wire and tested it by connecting my voltmeter one end to this wire and the other end
to the positive battery terminal clamp not connected to battery. I turned the key to the start
position and the continuity buzzer sounded. Great â€” the starter switch and the wires to and
from the starter switch were ok. I had a good battery and the starter was still pretty new and
unlikely the relay was defective. I assumed, since it was called a safety relay, the wire from
controller must be a safety feature -if the controller identified an unsafe condition it would
prevent the relay from working. So I assumed if all was fine the controller would send voltage to
the relay and if there was a problem or the controller was defective or disconnected there would
be no voltage. Now I thought all I need figure is what defective condition the controller had
identified. But then I focused on the wire to the alternator which was connected to the wire to
the controller. Was this a mistake in the diagram and there were 2 separate wires, 1 from the
alternator to the controller and one from the controller to the safety relay? But they appeared to
be connected and both went to the same input terminal on the controller. So what was with the
alternator? I first thought the alternator was supplying current to drive all the accessory items
and the controller. But the wiring diagram shows the accessories receive their power from the
starter switch via the fuse box. I read up about alternators and realized the wire from the
alternator was the wire which lights the charge lamp on the dashboard. Of course it was! So the
safety relay needed voltage from alternator to operate â€” not sure why this is a safety feature
but there it is. The alternator on the bobcat has 3 terminals â€” one is connected to that 3csa
wire which connects to the 30 csa wire from the battery â€” this is the charging wire for the

battery. The second is from the starter switch accessory position â€” this is needed to excite or
switch on the functioning of the alternator. And the third is the one which runs to the safety
relay and the controller for the charge lamp on the dashboard. I wondered why not simply
connect the second and third wires. So I was making progress. My theory now was that the wire
from the alternator was not carrying current to the safety relay when the key was turned to the
accessory position. I turned the key to the accessory position and the alternator wire at relay
tested 0. I tested wire from key switch to alternator 2nd wire it was It appeared to me that
alternator was defective. To test this conclusion I decided to join the wire from alternator with
the start wire from starter switch since with both wires receiving voltage the relay should work.
So at this point I assumed the problem was a defective alternator and ordered a replacement.
Was there a difference? But the internet is great and I was able to establish that both models
use the same engine â€” Isuzu 4JB1. It provides 35 amps and I noted the alternator for TL
provides 50 amps but costs twice a s much. I decided to stay with the alternator specified for
my engine. The wire from the alternator to the safety relay now carried 12v. I connected all the
wires, turned key to start position and â€” nothing! I was again stumped. When I powered the
wire from alternator and wire from starter switch separately, it did not. They are supposed to be
powered separately because this is a safety relay and depends on inputs from both. So
connecting the 2 input wires together overrides the design. I decided to go with what works and
connected the 2 input wires together and connected them to the wire from the starter switch.
Believing I was approaching the end of the saga, I connected the wire from the safety relay to
the solenoid tab on the starter motor and turned the key. Maybe there was a problem with the
current from the solenoid, so I disconnected the wire from the safety relay and connected a
14awg wire from the battery positive terminal to the starter solenoid tab. Turned the key and
only got a click. My first thought was that the pinion of the starter had jammed in the flywheel.
This was exactly what occurred a couple years ago when I replaced the starter. But this was a
new starter and would be bad news. I disconnected the clamps from the battery and loosened
the 2 bolts securing the starter to replace the alternator I had removed the bottom cover, so
access to the lower starter bolt was easy. I did not hear the click which happens when the
pinion releases from the flywheel. I was able to see the pinion was seated correctly. So what
was the problem? I had a good battery, direct connections to the starter motor, a new starter
motor and just a click. But this seemed unlikely â€” it worked fine last time. What else could it
be? With battery clamps on I measured the resistance between negative battery terminal and
the chassis and between negative battery terminal and the engine block. There was resistance
and it was greater from terminal to engine block than from terminal to chassis. Left unchecked,
voltage drop causes countless unsolved electrical mysteries, especially when it infects the
ground side of a circuit. It can also trick you into replacing parts that are not bad. The negative
terminal of the battery was connected with a ground cable to the chassis. The securing bolt
seemed frozen. I decided to replace both ground straps. I first replaced the strap from chassis
to starter and when I turned the key I heard a louder click than before â€” encouraging. I
connected the new ground cable from the battery to a bolt close to the battery, after wire
brushing paint to ensure a good electrical connection. I turned the key and the engine cranked
and started immediately. Mission accomplished. So there were 2 problems â€” bad grounding
and a semi defective safety relay. I describe some of the tests â€” there were many others and
several wild goose chases most attributable to the bedevilment of poor grounding. Started a
little slow but fine and ran fine last time about a week ago long enough for the battery to not be
perfectly charged. However now it wont start, the warning lights all go on and buzzer sounds for
2 seconds normal but it wont turn over. Back door where access the battery â€” can only see
the positive terminal. Impossible to see the rest of the battery including the negative terminal. I
have Forestry Gaurding on the cab so it is not easy to tilt the cab up guards are heavy and I
dont have a crane to lift it off also it is inconveniently parked on a slope not supposed to tilt the
cab when it is on a slope. Thank you for your comments and I hope you have success. However
the situation you describe is more challenging. Nice work! I learned a lot from your posts. I have
the same problem, started weaker and weaker over 5 to 10 times, then nothing, just lights on the
dash, then no lights at all. I have new battery, took out the starter and alternator and had them
tested, both were good. We put in new ground wire and wire wheeled the post on the body, and
added a ground from the battery to the bolt on the alternator as an extra ground. Started fine,
ran for a few days, then it started getting weaker and weaker when turning the key over. We let it
sit over night, and then it fires right up, very strong. Where is it and whats it look like? Thanks
for any help. Thanks for your detailed post. I created the detailed post so I could retrace my
steps if problems recurred. I do describe the safety relay in steps 4, 5 and 7 and provide spe
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cs for the wires which go to it. You should be able to locate it. You will notice in step 7 I
overrode the relay for the reasons given. You should check that when the engine is running, the
alternator is charging the battery, otherwise it will run down with time. I hope it goes well with
you. Got it, there were two smaller red wire that were loose and corroded on the positive battery
cable where they attach to the battery. Your email address will not be published. Skip to
content. Step 2 â€” starting basics My starting point is to study the wiring diagram, which I
downloaded from the internet I also have a workshop manual. The green wires show current
when the starter switch is on accessory position from the switch to the fuse box and ultimately
to the fuel gauge I also wasted time checking the fuses in the fuse box. Closing note So there
were 2 problems â€” bad grounding and a semi defective safety relay. Thank you,. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

